
Study Design - Review 
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Presentation Notes
This module is meant to be a brief overview of study design from Determinants of Health specifically as it applies to clinical work.  This is the Evidence-Based pyramid, a visual representation of the medical literature.  The horizontal axis indicates the amount of information available.  The vertical axis demonstrates the level of evidence for each type of study.   The main take home point of this visual is that information resources with higher levels of evidence are less available.  The next few slides will review each of these levels.



Starting at the Top 
 

Systematic Reviews 

•Explicit design criteria focusing on strong methodological construct of 
reviewed studies. 
• Explicit design criteria leads to less potential bias. 
•Structured format for consistent presentation of information. 
•WHERE TO FIND: Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, PubMed, using 
the “Clinical Queries Systematic Reviews” filter 
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Presentation Notes
Considered to be the strongest evidence available, Systematic Reviews are review articles that contain explicit criteria for selecting the studies included.  These criteria specifically guide the authors as to what findings they can and can not include in the review, thereby lessening the probability that bias will influence the conclusions. Find Systematic Reviews in the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.



Meta-Analysis 

•Sub-set of a systematic review. 
• If possible, data from reviewed studies quantitatively pooled to address 
global outcomes. 
•Often represented visually in a Forest Plot 
•WHERE TO FIND: Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. 
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A meta-analysis combines and summarizes the numerical data in a Systematic Review when the results are statistically similar.  They are often presented graphically in a forest plot.  To learn more about forest plots, see the Systematic Review module.  



Critically Appraised Synopsis 

•An article, often in a structured abstract format, reviewing all evidence on 
a clinical topic. 
• WHERE TO FIND: DynaMed, UpToDate 
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Critically Appraised Synopsis are articles or abstracts that review evidence from selective Systematic Reviews on a certain topic.  Find these in DARE, (the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects) and DynaMed.



Critically Appraised Synthesis 

•A summary review of a single Evidence-Based  journal article or systematic 
review. 
•Often presented in a structured abstract. 
• WHERE TO FIND: ACP Journal Club, BMJ “Evidence-Based” series 
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Critically Appraised Synthesis are summary reviews, often in structured abstract style, that focus on evidence from a particular journal article within the primary literature.  These can be found in the ACP Journal Club database or in one of the BMJ topic specific Evidence-Based Practice journals.



Randomized Controlled Trial 

•A clinical study with at least two arms – an intervention arm and a control 
arm. 
•Usually blinded, if possible, in order to lessen bias by those conducting the 
research. 
•WHERE TO FIND: PubMed, using the “Clinical Queries Clinical Studies” filter. 
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An RCT is a clinical trial that uses at least one intervention group and one placebo or comparison group. RCT’s differ in strength based on study methodology, author bias, statistical power and a myriad of other confounding causes. RCT’s can be found in PubMed/MEDLINE, using the “Clinical Queries Clinical Studies” filter.



Cohort Studies 

•Prospective studies looking at a diseases-free population over a period of 
time. 
•Classic example=Framingham Heart Study, assessing cardiac risk. 
•WHERE TO FIND: : In PubMed – use a search term followed by AND cohort 
studies 
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Cohort studies are prospective studies that look at a disease-free population over a period of time.  A classic example is the Framingham Heart Study, now in its 64th year.  



Case-Controlled Studies 

•Retrospective studies looking at a series of patients and matching them 
against controls to identify potential exposures and outcomes. 
•Classic example=Studies identifying risks of smoking. 
•WHERE TO FIND: : In PubMed – use a search term followed by AND case-
control studies 
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Case-Controlled Studies are retrospective studies that look at a series of patients and match them against controls to identify potential exposures and outcomes. Many of the studies that determined the dangers of smoking were Case-Control studies.  



Case Reports 

•Presentation of small set or individual cases. 
•Observational – often presenting reactions to medications, treatments or 
other unique findings. 
•WHERE TO FIND: : In PubMed – use a search term followed by AND case 
reports. 
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Case Reports are clinical presentations of a small set of patients often describing unusual presentations or observed adverse reactions to treatments. They are considered weak in evidence as they do NOT constitute a large study population but ARE important as a tool to communicate unique findings.  



Review Articles/Background 
Information 

•Summary of literature on specific topic over a certain time frame. 
•Often includes author recommendations which can increase bias.. 
•WHERE TO FIND:  PubMed, Textbooks, Google, Wikipedia 
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Like systematic reviews, review articles explore the body of medical literature over a certain period and will present summary findings.  Unlike systematic reviews, review articles often include the author’s recommendations which can lead to bias.  



For more information - http://libraryguides.umassmed.edu/EBM 
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Presentation Notes
Find links to resources where these different types of studies can be found on the library’s Evidence-Based Medicine subject guide.

http://libraryguides.umassmed.edu/EBM
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